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ABSTRACT 

This article presents a new national program in primary grades. The positive aspects, including 

the importance of mother tongue and reading literacy , are discussed in terms of teaching 

trends, goals, and expected results based on the national curriculum . In this regard , the 

shortcomings and achievements are the requirements and plans. 
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1st-2nd grade students from the 2022-2023 academic year so " Mother tongue and study from 

the science of literacy home tasking and _ evaluation void will be done . In addition , the annual 

assessment of this textbook partnership grades based on to put practice will be terminated . 

Also, speed reading for elementary students demand not put. National study to the program 

according to " Mother tongue and study Literacy " textbook through to primary school students 

classes in the section depending on the reading speed known in quantity the word reading need 

said demand is not placed . That's why students that's it the text not the speed of reading , but 

the level of understanding primary to show is considered .“ Mother tongue and study Literacy 

" textbook to paint partnership grades diary received to grades depending on the annual price 

quarterly  based on   the placement operation is cancelled. New demands were made in this 

regard. Let the student understand the content without reading the text and memorizing it. In 

order to further strengthen the cooperation between the student and the teacher , it was 

demanded that the teacher do the homework in the school classroom . This process was 

introduced from the 2022 academic year. There are many in the evaluation process changes 

have been made. Beginning with the 2022-2023 academic year, daily cumulative grades will 

not affect the quarterly grade . Because daily assessment is considered to be of developmental 

importance . Daily assessment is to get the child used to doing daily tasks independently 

formative process. Quarterly assessment is a service to check the achieved milestone Mixing 

these two assessments affects quality . 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

It is known that man speech in his life and of thinking place and role from long ago is of interest 

to many . Farobi , Zamakhshari , Beruni, Ibn Sina , Yusuf Khos Hajib , Kaikovus , Alisher Navoi 

like thinkers own spiritual speech in his works perfection as one of the signs note those who 

have Among them , Farobi speaking power about says : ―… speaking power (speech) is like that 

power , with the help of it human knowledge and craft occupies , with the help of it behavior 

ugly and beautiful actions separate knows and execution necessary whether or not things ado 

that 's enough together harmful and useful something , delicious and love things I understand 

. According to Alisher Navoi word _ that it is a bright star that illuminates the human body, 

that the human body is one ore if so , the word that's it He emphasizes that it is a precious gem 
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of the mine . In Mahmud Koshghari 's Devon-u Lugatit Turkish work, adab is a language. The 

article is quoted . In the development of the language , the culture of words paid great attention 

to literacy, even before our ancestors. important that he emphasized that shows . Yusuf Khos 

Hajib learning in humans and knowledge language, word through obviously to be tell and speak 

smooth to be invitation does : ― study and the translator of knowledge is language . To a person 

light , goodness and virtues because of language will come , to know it well need _ 

Congratulations _ also , reputation - attention also through language finds _ Hash when a lot 

do n't talk Very little with a word Fog word node is one word with writing send , that is little to 

words more from the point of instilling meaning divide _ Kaikovus his ― Nightmare in his work 

speaking culture as follows confession says: ―... the people in front of when speaking say 

beautiful be this word people let him accept . People are your word with tall to the degree let 

him know what you have achieved, because the person's career word through they know 

everyone 's situation own the word under hidden will be Elementary school students speech 

grow up issue language, vocabulary in modern methodological literature wealth and speech 

culture about to knowledge vary approaches based on solution will be done . To the native 

language program of elementary class included linguistic Exercises based on concepts _ 

phonetic , lexical , word formation , morphemic ( word composition ), graphic , orthographic , 

orthoepic , grammatical to exercises can be separated. This is it exercises based on done to be 

increased analysis of students theoretical understand to their mastery help , dictionary 

enrichment , connected speech growing comprehensive in terms each of the students' language 

bilaterally Their mastery provide mean Holds. Emphasize should be in the elementary school 

mother tongue textbooks exercise the language of the texts , they on the surface work swollen 

quizzes analysis , their students speech gradual respectively growing up to go opportunity have 

that it is not showed . The beginning in classes type of mother tongue training and content the 

following own to work takes : 

1. Reading, writing , grammar the material study , observations and of students social activities 

with depends without their oral and written speech to grow 

2. To the first class came to the children literacy to teach , that is them elementary  study and 

to write teach these shortcomings turn into a qualification . 

3. Literary language norms , that is spelling and punctuation literate writing , orthoepic right 

pronunciation study speech and methodological elements take over 

4. Grammar, phonetics , lexicon theoretical materials learning , scientific concepts from the 

language formation _ 

5. Students study and grammar lessons through artistic , scientific and popular and another 

literature example with introducing , in them literary the work perception skills _ to produce 

 

CONCLUSION 

Of these tasks all of them the beginning in classes mother tongue science solution is enough 

and the beginning classes in the mother tongue program reflection is enough Program state 

document and study in it of science content and the size , as well as knowledge and skills in 

this subject and skills level placed main requirements defines will be Program requirements 

training and students perform must, him expand and to shorten road cannot be put. Start of 

classes The mother tongue program is in two parts consists of : 
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1. Transfer letter . 

2. The main part. 

broadcast letter of mother tongue science held role , its duties shown methodical _ guidelines is 

given of the program the main part is 3 sections , it is in each class students mastery must the 

knowledge that is and skills volume shown . of the program departments : " Literacy to teach 

and speech development ”, “ Reading and speech development ", " Grammar , spelling and 

speech development consists of Each section is a nesha from parts consists of For example , " 

Reading and speech development " section , "In the classroom reading ” and “ From class except 

reading" ; in class study own in turn " Reading training ", " Text on performance ” parts own to 

work takes and etc. Conclusion instead of saying that "Language is a nation " . mirror ". So the 

laws of language complete realize enough every person _ that's it it is important organization 

of the process is one of the important goals of the pedagogue. 
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